QUIZ

WHAT PET BEST
SUITS MY LIFESTYLE?

Answer the quiz to find out which pet is best for you
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How active are you?
I am not too active; I like to relax at home
I like being outdoors, but I also like to chill out
at home
I love spending time outdoors
I am very active, but not so much outdoors, I prefer to go
out to parties!

What is your view on cleanliness and order?
I am worried about germs and love a sparkling clean home
I am OK when my home is a bit disordered and not
super clean
I do like order, but a bit of dust does not bother me
I like my home clean, with everything kept where it belongs
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What is your housing situation?
I live in an apartment with access to a shared yard/garden
I live in a house with lots of outside space
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How healthy is your financial situation?
I am always broke and have no money to spare
I think it’s good and I manage my finances in a
responsible way
I think it’s very good and I have money to spare
I am OK but just manage to save some money for
emergencies

How often do you travel?
Once a year I treat myself to a beach holiday
I like going on holiday and manage to get away once or
twice a year
I love traveling, sometimes for weeks on end
I only travel now and then
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How is your fitness?
My fitness is OK, although I don’t like exercise
My fitness is OK but I have a lot of allergies
My fitness is fine and I occasionally do exercise
I am very fit and like outdoor exercise, such as walking,
biking and jogging

I live in a small apartment in the city with no outdoor area
I live in a house/apartment with a yard/garden

What tricks would you like to teach
your pet?
I only want to teach them if my pet wants to learn tricks
No tricks, just the basic commands: fetch, sit, stay...
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I would rather see my pet’s natural behaviour and no tricks
Handstand, high five, cool stuff... there are so many fun tricks
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How do you feel about having
responsibility?
I love taking on responsibilities and I do not shy away
from them
Responsibility? Not for me!
I haven’t had much responsibility so far, but I might be
good at it
I like having responsibility for others

What does your perfect weekend look like?
I get up early, clean the house, read a good book or work
in the garden
I go out dancing in the evening and spend the rest of the
day in bed
I sleep in, have a lovely breakfast, spend time at home
listening to music
I wake up early, go walking, and enjoy the outdoors
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How sociable are you?
I am more of an introvert and prefer to be with people
I trust
I am sometimes sociable and like to occasionally meet
new people
I like being sociable and enjoy the company of others
I am very sociable and love going out all the time
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What do you expect of a pet?
That my pet will fit into my lifestyle without any changes
That I can spend time playing with my pet from the comfort
of my home
That I can be active with my pet outdoors, such as going
for walks in the park
That I can observe my pet’s behaviour and create new
enrichments to keep it entertained

So which pet is best suited for your lifestyle?
A dog may be the best fit for your lifestyle
A cat may be the best fit for your lifestyle
A small mammal (or rather two

) may best fit your lifestyle

Your lifestyle may not be best suited for a pet

